the field of toxicology, it is generally believed that organisms have a certain tolerance to poisons and it is It is common practice to base carcinogenic risk asthis belief that has determined our approach to the sessment on the view that there is no threshold for chemical carcinogenesis. In this context, the threshold assessment of risk.
INTRODUCTION
deemed to be acceptable is usually much lower with the linear methods of risk assessment than with the A good theory is characterized by the fact that it makes a number threshold methods.
of predictions that could in principle be disproved or falsified by observation-Karl Popper
DEFINING THRESHOLDS
Our general experience of life provides us with a belief in thresholds. From speed limits to examination
To the pharmacologist or physiologist thresholds are results, from treatment with antibiotics to accidental often observed experimentally. For example, the degree poisonings, we generally believe that there is a thresh-of depolarization which is required to cause the nerve old involved in determining the outcome, irrespective fiber to discharge must reach a threshold before the of whether the threshold is real or only perceived. In nerve will fire; the blood pressure must decline to below a particular threshold value before the feedback mechanism reacts to compensate by vasoconstriction and each individual human or animal can be assumed to have a tolerance to a carcinogen, so that they will only get cancer if that tolerance is exceeded, the shape of the dose response arises from the variability in tolerance between members of the population. The dose response can then be modeled by a probit function. This has important consequences for risk assessment because the probit function reduces so rapidly at low doses that a modest reduction in dose is usually sufficient to reduce the predicated risk below detectable levels or below regulatory standards (such as one in a million). An alternative approach to modeling arises from the the receptor is activated to transduce a signal and the observation that, unlike acute lethality, a life-threatenrelevant response (acid is secreted or hormone reing cancer can, in principle, arise from transformation leased) occurs.
of a single cell. Incorporating the concept that several The biologist's definition could thus be: A threshold stages are required to induce cancer has led to the dedose is a dose above which a clear response is observed. velopment of several multihit or multistage models. It is worth noting that this definition suffers from These include the Weibull formula and the Armitage the same problem as that of the regulator's definition and Doll multistage model. The latter assumes that the (see below), namely that there is a statistical limit to cancer develops from a single cell that has to undergo a the magnitude of the effect that can be observed experinumber of transformations, which may be different in mentally.
rate and required in a particular sequence. The basis The problem faced in the regulation of chemicals is of these models is that transformation of a cell arises somewhat different. It is to define the dose of a chemiby the action of chance. The effect of a chemical carcinocal which will not produce a given effect. To use the gen is to change the probability of one or more stages examples from pharmacology, at what voltage will the in the process. These models do not generally incorponerve fiber never fire? At what blood pressure will there rate the concept of a tolerance to carcinogens or rely be no activation of the feedback mechanism? At what on thresholds for calculation of the low-dose effects. degree of binding will there be no increase in signal
The probit and multistage models represent two transduced and therefore no increase in acid secretion starkly different approaches to modeling dose reor hormone release? In short, the regulation of chemisponses. In the probit approach, the response is ascals needs the proof of a negative, of the absence of an sumed to be deterministic. The response of an individevent, or of an increase in response. ual animal is predetermined by its tolerance to the The regulator's definition could thus be: A threshold carcinogen. The shape of the dose response arises from dose is a dose below which no toxic response will occur. variability in individual tolerances. In the multistage approach, by contrast, every animal is assumed to be MODELING the same and the response in an individual animal is determined by chance. The dose response represents An excellent exploration of the dose-response relationships in chemical carcinogenesis is given in the ar-the effect of the chemical on the probability of response.
All the animals are assumed to be identical, so that if ticle by Zeise et al. (1987) , and the comments which follow rely heavily on their review.
As has been outlined in the introduction, there is a general belief in the existence of tolerance to toxins (not the least of which might be ethyl alcohol). The mathematical expression of a threshold is a stepwise increase in the response to a particular agent or stimulus (Fig. 1) . When dealing with a population of exposed humans or animals, there is bound to be a variation in their individual susceptibility. This can be expressed mathematically by a probit function, producing a typical S-shaped curve observed with many experiments in toxicology (Fig. 2) . In the particular case of acute toxicity (for example, in the observation of death in an acute toxicity experiment), the response at low doses reduces so rapidly that it could be described as an effective threshold. The same concept can be applied to mod- eling the dose response of chemical carcinogenesis. If group's cancer are different from those causing the treated group's cancer, it is possible for there to be a threshold.
Epidemiological Data
There have been many attempts to identify thresholds experimentally and these in turn have been reviewed extensively. The review by Zeise et al. (1987) deals with dose-response relationships and interalia with thresholds and is therefore a useful source for this review.
A natural source of information is to examine epidemiological studies to see if in the species of greatest interest and relevance there is any evidence of thresholds. There have been several studies where the evi- dence is such that thresholds might be observed. In the linearly related increments in response, even for nonlinear dose-study of the effect of smoking on lung cancer incidence response models (based on figure in Zeise et al., 1987). in British physicians (Doll and Peto, 1978) , there was a good correlation between lung cancer incidence and the number of cigarettes smoked daily. The lung cancer they are exposed to the same dose of chemical they all incidence was found to be proportional to a function of run the same risk of developing cancer. In practice, the dose rate which was approximately quadratic. the truth probably lies somewhere between these two There was no good evidence of a threshold although views. In a given dose group in a cancer bioassay, for the dose-response relationship was sublinear. example, some animals will develop cancer and some
In coke oven workers there is an increased incidence will not. The difference in response probably arises of lung cancer with increasing exposure to coke oven from a combination of the action of chance (some ani-emissions (Mazumdar et al., 1975) . The simple relationmals were unlucky) and genuine differences in metabo-ship between exposure to coaltar pitch volatiles and lung lism or other processes which predisposed some of the cancer has a highly significant quadratic relationship animals to a higher risk of developing cancer.
indicating a strong sublinear dose-response relationThe upshot is that a variety of models have been ship. However, as cumulative exposure in this study is used to model dose-response relationships for chemi-not independent of age at entry, length of exposure, or cal carcinogenesis. Most of these models can be moti-length of observation, the quadratic relationship is misvated by biologically arguments and can be said to em-leading. Correction for this effect produced a dose-rebody part of our understanding of the causes of dose-sponse relationship which was more linear. This latter response relationships. There is often little difference example demonstrates the difficulty of examining such between the models in their ability to fit to observed epidemiological data-there are problems in accurate dose responses in cancer bioassays. However, when estimation of dose, in the accuracy of diagnosis of causes they are used to extrapolate to predict risk at lower of death, and in the methods of analysis of the data. doses, large differences arise. Linear at low-dose mod-In this example, examination of the dose response in els provide much more conservative estimates of low-graphical form indicates that for the unadjusted data, dose risk than nonlinear models such as the multihit there is an apparent threshold with the incidence in or probit models. the low-dose group being lower than that in the control group. This difference is not significant and much larger
HOW CAN A THRESHOLD BE IDENTIFIED?
group sizes would be required to provide convincing evidence of a true threshold. It has been recognized for some time that the mechaExamination of other epidemiological data provides nism for the induction of cancer could have a profound a similar conclusion. effect on the shape of the dose-response curve at low doses. If the mechanism which results in the produc-Experimental Animal Data tion of tumors in the control animals is the same as that which results in cancer due to the chemical carcinOnce again, there is a considerable body of experimental data from which to draw in seeking to clarify ogen, it has been argued that the two effects are additive and there will be no threshold (Fig. 3) . Any incre-the questions of whether thresholds exist. In particular, there are two well-conducted very large experiment in the effect of the carcinogenic mechanism will result in an increment in the carcinogenic response. ments which are illustrative of the general problem [the ED 01 study using acetylaminofluorene in mice (LitHowever, if the mechanisms causing the control FIG. 4 . Incidence of liver and bladder tumors after 48 months in the ED 01 study (Littlefield et al., 1979) . Linear scales: numbers over the data points indicate the smallest group size necessary to detect a statistically significant change in incidence of the same size as that observe, assuming the control rate is known exactly (P õ 0.05 by likelihood ratio test). lefield et al., 1979) and the study of the carcinogenicity required to demonstrate that there was no statistically significant difference between the incidence in the exof nitrosamines in rats carried out at BIBRA (Peto et al., 1982) ]. The lessons to be learned are similar in both posed group and the controls is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that 27,000 animals would be required in the these studies and we have chosen to examine the ED 01 study.
lowest dose group for this purpose. From the statistical point of view, that is a realistic conclusion to reach. In this study a total of 23,193 mice were used and the experimental design aimed at identifying an increased Practically, it creates serious problems. In the conduct of the ED 01 study, where replicates were required for cancer incidence of 1% above the background incidence for the two most common cancers, namely cancer of the group sizes of 1 to 2000, there was considerable difference in many parameters studied between rooms; inliver and bladder. Various variations on the normal experimental design were introduced, such as having deed, these differences frequently exceeded the differences between groups. An experiment with group sizes groups of animals killed at 18, 24, and 33 months. The experiment was so large that the animals had to be of 27,000 would undoubtedly create even more difficulty. introduced in replicates over several months. The results of the analyses of the liver cancer incidences
The most important conclusion that can be deduced from this examination of the ED 01 study is that it will showed that there was an increased incidence of liver cancer at all three time intervals and that there was not be possible to carry out an experiment which will demonstrate with reasonable certainty the presence of no evidence of a threshold. This fitted the theoretical model of a cancer which was produced by the carcino-a threshold. This is not surprising, given that the demonstration of a threshold at a low dose is equivalent to gen through the same mechanism as that producing the cancer in the control animals. The dose-response proving a negative. If the use of a threshold or its absence was based on a scientific hypothesis, by Karl Popcurve appeared to be linear although there was a small nonlinear component.
per's definition it is bad science because it cannot be confirmed by observation. The incidence of bladder cancer was substantially different. Bladder cancer is a comparatively rare cancer in this strain of mice. There was an increased incidence
IMPLICATIONS FOR TOXICOLOGICAL
of bladder cancer at doses of 60 ppm and above, but RISK ASSESSMENT not at lower dose. This produced dose-response curves with a very strong sublinear curvature and the appear-Chemicals with Beneficial and Carcinogenic Effects ance of a threshold (Fig. 4) . Indeed, the incidence of bladder cancer in the lowest dose was lower than that There are several chemicals which are known to be essential for life but which in experimental or epidemiin the controls, although not significantly so.
The information on the dose response of these two ological studies have been shown to be carcinogenic. A good example is arsenic. Arsenic is an ubiquitous elecancers after administration of AAF is presented in Fig. 4 on a linear plot. When the same date is plotted ment and is ingested in food and water and inhaled on or in particulates. The average daily intake through all on a log/linear or log/log plot its appearance is dramatically different (Figs. 5 and 6 ). The log/linear plot gives routes in the United States is calculated to be about 50 mg. It is considered to be an essential element in that an even stronger appearance of a threshold but the log/ log plot makes it clear that there is no real threshold. animals on deficient diets suffer from adverse effects on reproduction or growth. The daily requirement for Calculation of the number of animals which would be arsenic for humans is between 12 and 50 mg per day effects and that at levels which are essential for health, it is also carcinogenic. (Marcus and Rispin, 1988) . It has been shown to be carcinogenic to humans, producing hyperkeratosis and
The same analysis can be carried out for the carcinogenicity of chromium and for the teratogenic effects of cancer of the skin. At doses above about 500 mg per day, a kinetic threshold is exceeded and the methylation vitamin A. It is not possible to demonstrate a threshold for either of these chemicals' toxic effects and the concapacity of the liver is exceeded. The total amount and percentage of the ingested dose which is excreted in-clusion is that there is a residual risk of toxicity at the doses required to fulfill an essential role in growth creases rapidly above this dose. Daily doses in excess of 1000 mg per day in tap water have been associated and health. This must be a somewhat surprising physiological phenomenon, which would lead one to question with increased risk of hyperkeratosis and skin cancer (Marcus and Rispen, 1988) . the idea that there are no thresholds. Although the mechanism by which arsenic causes Specificity in Carcinogenicity cancer is by no means clear, it is a clastogen and is likely to act through a genotoxic mechanism. This imIf there are no thresholds, in a cancer bioassay all tissues which are exposed to the chemical must be at plies that there is no threshold for the carcinogenic   FIG. 6 . Incidence of liver and bladder tumors after 48 months in the ED 01 study (Littlefield et al., 1979) -Log/log scale. some risk of developing a tumor. It follows that species Persistent high levels of TSH result in hyperplasis and eventually cancer of the thyroid. These examples differences in carcinogenic response must be an artifact of the experimental method. Similarly, sex and organ are reviewed in more detail elsewhere (Purchase, 1994) . specificity could be explained by the absence of the necessary statistical power to demonstrate the effect. This could be one reason for the poor interspecies correlation
A COMPARISON OF THE TWO METHODS
in organ specificity (Gold et al., 1992) .
OF RISK ASSESSMENT
It should be noted in this context that sex specificity in carcinogenic response which is due to activity in an
The consequences of dealing with noncancer endpoints using the current no-threshold concepts develorgan associated with one sex only is a real challenge to this analysis of the absence of thresholds and is good oped for carcinogens would be to have unrealistic control limits or acceptable levels of exposure. If, for examevidence that we should be looking carefully at mechanistic data to resolve these inconsistencies.
ple, the acute toxicity of acetic acid is examined, it is clear that the lethality can be produced by doses of several grams per kilo. Using the standard multistage Other Toxicological Endpoints model of risk assessment normally reserved for nonIt is not possible to demonstrate a threshold with the threshold endpoints such as carcinogenesis, the virtulargest experiment that we can conceive of conducting. ally safe dose (i.e., the single dose which would produce This is true, not just for carcinogenesis, but for any a risk of one in a million) is 100 mg. This figure is endpoint in toxicology.
regularly exceeded by a large amount by millions of The most important conclusion is that the selection people every day without any report of adverse effects. of the method of risk assessment to be used on the basis A further point to consider when comparing nonof the presence or absence of a threshold cannot be based threshold risk assessment methods with NOAEL-SF on experimental observation; it can only be based on an is that statistical power considerations also have an understanding of the mechanism of toxicity.
important part to play in the NOAEL-SF method. The establishment of a NOAEL from a particular experi-
THE IMPORTANCE OF MECHANISMS
ment is dependent not only on the potency of the chemical's toxicity, but also on the statistical power of the study (or group size) and the discrimination of the obThe major implication from this analysis of the determination of thresholds in carcinogenesis is that we are servation (for example, whether the pathological lesion is determined by light of electron microscopy). Thus, unable to provide a pragmatic experimental proof of the existence of thresholds. It is argued that carcino-low-dose extrapolation from a 50 animal per group experiment is a much more conservative analysis of the gens act through one or several events, none of which have thresholds, and hence, very conservative risk esti-data than the simple statistical significant criteria usually employed. mation methods are appropriate. Other toxic events are mediated by the interference with biochemical Probably the most important issue is the relationship between the experimental doses used to test a chemical mechanisms, each of which is without a threshold and so there is no distinction at that level of mechanistic for carcinogenicity and the ''acceptable'' dose which is produced by the extrapolation method. In the case of argument between carcinogens and noncarcinogenic toxins.
the NOAEL-SF procedure, the relationship is well established as the safety factor (or uncertainty factor) In the field of chemical carcinogenesis, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that there are selected for the particular circumstances under consideration. This factor is varied to take account of the mechanisms of cancer induction which display the type of mechanistic threshold observed in other types of tox-endpoint and the context of the assessment. The situation with the mathematical models is somewhat differicity. Nongenotoxic carcinogens act by mechanisms which do not involve the direct interaction of the chemi-ent. First, different models provide substantially different estimates of risk and risk-specific dose at low doses cal or its metabolites with DNA. In this sense the mechanisms are more akin to the mechanisms observed for making the selection of the most appropriate model no less arbitrary than the selection of the safety factor. other types of toxicity. Probably the best examples are those which involve interference with hormonal homeo-Second, there is a fixed relationship between the riskspecific dose generated by conservative linear at lowstasis, particularly involving trophic hormones, and the induction of male rat kidney cancer through inter-dose models and doses used in the carcinogenicity study. The one in a million risk-specific dose is approxiaction with urinary microglobulin. The best understood example of the former is the production of thyroid can-mately 500,000 lower than the dose which produces a 50% incidence of cancer in the experiment (Purchase, cer by a variety of chemical carcinogens which interfere with the homeostasis of thyroxin, resulting in a futile 1987) and the risk-specific dose is 380,000 lower than the maximum tolerated dose (Kreski et al., 1989) . Thus, excess of thyroid stimulating hormone. the effect of using the mathematical extrapolation to CONCLUSION low doses is little more than using the NOAEL-SF apDifferent methods of risk assessment are used for proach with a safety factor of about 250,000 and its different toxicological endpoints. This practice distorts accuracy is no greater because we do not know which the comparison of risks at low dose because of the logimathematical model to select.
cal differences of these methods. It is recommended In conclusion, the selection of the method of risk asthat similar methods are used for all endpoints to assist sessment on the basis of the presence or absence of the valid judgment of competing risks. a threshold can only be justified by consideration of mechanistic information of the toxicity under study.
